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CEO’s
MESSAGE

“

We are pleased to bring you another edition for Autofocus. This newsletter is one
of the platforms that we use to illustrate that the Automotive Industry Development
Centre (AIDC) is indeed “Your partner in becoming globally competitive”.
As the AIDC we have had a few highlights this year. We received a clean audit report
-unqualified report with no matters of emphasis- for the 2016/17 Financial Year.
This award is evidence of our commitment to running a stable and transparent
organization that is able to account for all its business activities.
The Institute of the Motoring Industry (IMI) has announced that the Gauteng
Automotive Learning Centre has successfully met the training criteria to become
one of its Approved International Centers in South Africa. The Learning Centre
also received a nod of approval from Deputy President, Cyril Ramaphosa when
he visited the facility as part of the Human Resourced Development Council
programme. The partnership between the AIDC and Nissan SA which gave rise
to the Learning Centre is one our finest example of successful Public-PrivatePartnerships.
Once again, we participated in the Siemens ASGI-SA programme and saw 42
learners being recognized during the Graduates Recognition Ceremony. We are
grateful to Siemens and Eskom for the pleasant and productive relationship that
we have maintained in the implementation of this project.
We would like to commend BMW for the recent investment of R160m it made, in
addition the R6bn from 2015, into its Rosslyn plant. In the same spirit we commend
Ford Motors SA for the R3bn investment into its Silverton plant. These efforts
ensure an increase in production in the local automotive industry.
We congratulate all staff members who were recognized during the AIDC staff
awards. We extend our words of gratitude to all staff members because each one
of us makes a notable contribution to the AIDC.
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We wish you all a happy and safe Festive Season.
Dr. David Masondo
AIDC CEO
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AUTOMOTIVE SKILLS CENTRE
A BEACON OF HOPE FOR
EMPOWERING YOUTH,
INDUSTRY
Cremear
Media’s
Engineering
News
The Automotive Industry
Development Centre (AIDC) is
essential to bridging the human
resource development challenge
in South Africa and the growth
of an effective, competitive and
sustainable industry, says Deputy
President and permanent Human
Resource Development Council of
South Africa (HRDC) chairperson
Cyril Ramaphosa.
Speaking at a meeting organised
by the (HRDC), on Friday, he
noted that an institution like the
AIDC was essential to extending
the “frontiers of learning” and
getting to know what is done
in the various manufacturing
sectors. “It inspires us . . . showing
that the Gauteng government is
deeply involved in the training of
young people.”
The event was held at the AIDC’s
Rosslyn-based automotive
learning centre, where
Ramaphosa undertook a walking
tour of the facility to gain insight

into the processes in which
automotive artisans are trained in
the automotive industry hotspot
of Rosslyn.
Ramaphosa said the AIDC centre
was building the “skills for
tomorrow’s economy”, noting
that although the South African
market was small, the domestic
industry had developed great
capabilities to work to a standard
as good as global originalequipment manufacturers
(OEMs). This enabled South Africa
to export a number of vehicle
models to overseas markets.
In terms of importing, Ramaphosa
also highlighted the need for
South Africa to desist from
importing finished goods from
other countries, as this only
served to bolster other countries’
economies.
AIDC CEO Dr David Masondo
added that although the
Gauteng province was home
to the manufacturing plants
of four major OEMs, namely
Nissan, Ford, Tata and BMW,
the AIDC was not highly
focused on large infrastructure,
but instead focused on the
enhancement and empowerment
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of local automotive component
manufacturers.
The AIDC owns and operates a
supplier park in Rosslyn, where
local components manufacturers
who supply parts to OEMs are
based. “The barriers to entry to
[supply the] market are high –
you need skills and funding”, said
Masondo.

From right to left: Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa,
Minister of Higher Education and Training Hlengiwe
Mkhize, Automotive Industry Development Centre CEO
David Masondo listen attentively to Itumeleng Monyane
from the AIDC’s skills and training department during
the tour of the laboratories at the Gauteng Automotive
Learning Centre.

He explained that the AIDC was
assisting suppliers through its
established incubation centre in
Winterveld, in Gauteng.
The incubation centre assists
entrepreneurs with the necessary
skills and infrastructure to help
them achieve the high production
standards of major overseas
OEMs.
The AIDC is also introducing
a new trade test centre, near
Rosslyn, which will be used to test
and certify artisans’ knowledge
and skills and to officially
recognise them.
This trade test centre will certify
auto-electricians, mechanics and
autobody repairers.
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LEARNING CENTRE
RECEIVES INTERNATIONAL
ACCREDITATION

The Gauteng Automotive
Learning Centre receives
International Accreditation.
The Institute of the Motor
Industry (IMI) announced
that the Automotive Industry
Development Centre (AIDC), in
partnership with Nissan South
Africa has successfully met the
training criteria to become an IMI
Approved International Centre in
South Africa.
After successfully completing
a three-day assessment, the
AIDC’s Gauteng Automotive
Learning Centre Rosslyn is now
able to grant IMI International
Qualifications to its learners. The
IMI’s Quality Assessment process
enables the AIDC students to
study and gain new skills in the
automotive industry.
The IMI’s approval of the AIDC/
Nissan partnership is also an
independent assurance of
professional standards and
training quality, which sets a
benchmark for professionalism
in the automotive industry.
AIDC CEO Dr David Masondo
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said “I am so delighted that the
Gauteng Automotive Learning
Centre has been accredited by
the UK based Institute of the
Motor Industry. This does not
only validate our kills programme
but its raises us to globally
competitive standards. It gives
us an opportunity to be part of
the international automotive
industry community.”
“Like the AIDC, we at Nissan also
believe that the basic principles
for success are transparency,
diversity, learning, and constantly
challenging people to produce
their best work. While the future
of South Africa isn’t in any doubt,
Nissan’s partnership with the
AIDC will assist in addressing
some of the challenges currently
being experienced with skills
development in the industry,
allowing for opportunities to
grow,” says Nabiel Conybeare,
Director of HR Nissan South
Africa.
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Both organisations are
committed to the further
development of automotive
training and education to upskill
individuals who are key to the
business’ success and personal
prosperity.
“The IMI is the world’s only
automotive specific Professional
Body and international
awarding organisation, and
our partnership with AIDC
and Nissan South Africa
demonstrates the value of
collaboration to South African
learners. The IMI’s added value
and efficiencies to the provision
of training will help to establish
a benchmark for international
standards in this region.” Said
Herbert Lonsdale, International
Manager at the IMI,
Bajith Panday, the IMI’s Business
Development Manager praised
the great team effort that
resulted in a successful External
Quality Assurance visit and a
significant milestone in South
Africa’s automotive vocational
training provision.

AIDC AND SIEMENS
CELEBRATE THEIR ARTISAN
AND ENGINEERING
GRADUATES 2017
The Automotive Industry
Development Centre (AIDC) and
Siemens (Pty) Ltd recognised
42 graduates from a joint Skills
Development programme at
a Commemoration Ceremony
hosted in Johannesburg.
The joint venture between
Siemens and the AIDC kicked off
in 2008 when the conglomerate
recognised a growing need to
develop a pipeline of scarce
and critical skills across various
industries. Siemens then
contracted the AIDC to manage
a bursary programme which
focused on developing qualified
individuals for the absorption
into key sectors.
The programme involved
developing artisans, engineers,
technicians and a range of
semi-skilled workers who,
once qualified, can contribute
to the Government’s goal to
continuously grow and create
sustainable jobs. The AIDC’s
Skills Development and Training
department acted as an
administration hub on behalf of
Siemens, by facilitating training

at external training institutions,
and managing all aspects of the
training programme according to
a budget.
Under government’s national
Accelerated and Shared Growth
Initiative (ASGI-SA) scheme,
Siemens became committed
to training South Africans as
part of its contracts for work at
South African power stations
and other infrastructure. Special
attention was given to people
with economic and educational
disadvantages.

Rita Nkuhlu Siemens Executive
Director: Business Excellence,
for Siemens in Southern and East
Africa, highlighted that South
Africa has a severe shortage of
engineering and technical skills
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so we are working hard to train
and develop people appropriate
for a developing industrial
economy.

“Developing skills and creating
jobs is not just a fulfilment of our
contractual obligations but an
investment which enables us to
be successful as an engineering
business,” said Nkuhlu
“Government is encouraging
the development of skills which
benefit every South African. This
is a great example of business
and government function
together,” she added.
Siemens has also absorbed
many of the graduates into the
company.

Since the inception of the programme in 2008, the AIDC has facilitated the training of 248 students
through 15 accredited universities and FET colleges. In addition, the AIDC identified 9 suitable companies
for the placement of students at on-job training in Gauteng, Mpumalanga, & Kwa-Zulu Natal.
The AIDC also ensured that the study and placement programmes were project specific and linked to
Eskom power stations, including Kusile, Medupi, Duvha, Ingula and Hendrina.
The AIDC continues to monitor the performance and progress of the students and provides reports to
Siemens and Eskom.
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FORD

Ford Southern African has
made R3bn investment into
its Silverton Plant in Pretoria.
Managing Director Casper Kruger
said this investment will raise
annual capacity from 110,000
to 127,000 to build the Raptor
which is a new Ford Ranger
variant.

US motor giant Ford has spent
nearly R10bn in SA to make a
success of the current Ranger,
which was launched in 2011.
Kruger says “increased capacity
on the current model will be
available from January 2018, and
the Raptor would be built from
2019”.
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The Ranger is the only vehicle
produced in Silverton. The range
includes single-and doublecab vans and the upmarket
Everest sport utility vehicle.
Kruger said the plant would
build 80,000-90,000 vehicles in
2017. Increased capacity would
not only allow for projected
demand growth but also create
manufacturing flexibility.

JAMSCO SCOOPS
TWO AWARDS

INCREASED PRODUCTION
LINED UP FOR

Hayley Eagle scooped two
awards during the Gender
Mainstreaming Awards
ceremony hosted by Business
Engage recenlty. The awards
were developed to encourage
the private sector to buyin to achieving meaningful
representation of women in the
mainstream of business. Eagle
is the first female incubatee
of the AIDC’s Ford Incubation
Programme.
Eagle previously owned a
business in Botswana and has
extensive knowledge in the
automotive industry. She also
managed a garage supporting
repairs and maintenance and
worked for BMW, Mercedes
Benz and Delta.
Jamsco was formed by Hayley
Eagle in 2012 when she
was selected for the AIDC’s
Incubation Programme at Ford
Motors. She was partnered with
international 1st Tier supplier,
Sodecia. “The Incubation
Programme has provided
me with the opportunity to
manage my own company in a
supported environment. Jamsco
provided labour, supervisory,
management, safety and quality
control services to Sodecia
for the production of welded
assemblies which are supplied
directly to the Ford production
line” said Eagle. After five years
of intensive training and on the
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job skill transfer Jamsco exited
the Incubation Programme.
Jamsco was the successful
bidder to be given a contract
to support Ford directly on
their production line. Ford has
shown its enabling intensions by
showering Jamsco with support,
guidance, knowledge transfer,
access to machinery, equipment,
marketing, technology sharing
and enterprise development
support.
Eagle was awarded as the
third finalist in the Women
Empowerment in the Community
Award and the Economic
Empowerment Awards
respectively.

BMW GROUP SOUTH AFRICA INVESTS
ANOTHER R160M TO INCREASE PRODUCTION
CAPACITY OF BMW PLANT ROSSLYN.
BMW Group South Africa has
announced an additional R160
million to be pumped into the
Rosslyn manufacturing facility to
enhance production linespeed.
The enhancement raises the
maximum production capacity
by almost 10%, from 71 000
units to 76 000 units, leaving the
plant with excellent potential
in the future to produce the
highest volume ever in its 44 year
history.
The additional investment
comes on the back of R6bn
announced in November 2015
for the preparation of BMW Plant
Rosslyn to produce the new
BMW X3.
Tim Abbott, CEO BMW Group
South Africa and Sub-Saharan
Africa says: “We are greatly
encouraged by the amazing
performance of our BMW
X-models around the world.
This growth trend supports our
decision to produce the BMW
X3 in South Africa. The potential
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for the future is exciting as
ultimately production volume is
determined by global demand
for our products.”
BMW X-models, part of the
brand’s Sports Activity Vehicle
(SAV) range, accounted for more
than 30% of total global sales for
the brand in 2016. The BMW X3,
in turn, accounted for more than
24% of the global BMW X-model
range.
Production will start in the
first half of 2018. The proudly
South African BMW X3 will be
produced for the local market
and in addition will be exported
to Europe.
BMW Group South Africa is now
becoming a part of the global
BMW X-model success story.
BMW Plant Spartanburg in the
USA will continue to produce the
BMW X3 for their local market
and export markets.
Plans to create a centre of
production excellence at the
company’s Rosslyn Plant is
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well under way with the largest
infrastructure upgrade in the
history of the facility completed
and staff upskilled in state-ofthe-art technologies. Supplier
development and localisation
strategies are in progress,
and the company is confident
that the BMW X3 will be more
localised than the current BMW
3 Series.
BMW Plant Rosslyn will continue
to build the BMW 3 Series until
early 2018.

•

•

•

Increases maximum
production capacity by
almost 10% from 71 000
units to 76 000 units.
Continuing positive global
sales trend for BMW
X-models strengthens future
prospects for Plant Rosslyn.
Proudly South African new
BMW X3 will be produced
for the local market, and for
export to Europe.

STAFF AWARDS
FORMAL AWARDS

THE AUTOMOTIVE
SUPPLIER PARK SETS
HIGH STANDARDS

Manager’s Award
Nyiko Mabunda

The National Automotive
Design and Development
Council (NADDC) of Nigeria
recently visited the AIDC’s
Automotive Supplier Park in
Rosslyn. The visit part was part
of the delegation’s exercise of
benchmarking and learning
best practices for the envisaged
NADDC Automotive Industrial
Park in Nigeria.
The Director-General of NADDC,
Jelani Aliyu, led a delegation to
South Africa where they met and
had discussions with a coalition
of a number of the world’s major
Automotive Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs).
The companies included BMW,
Nissan, Ford, Volkswagen, Toyota
and BAW. Discussions centred
on NADDC’s commitment and
strategy on supporting these

multi-national companies
to come into Nigeria and
manufacture their state-ofthe art vehicles as per world
standards.
Automotive Supplier Park
manager, Japhta Mashaba, says
the park’s unique offerings give it
a competitive edge. He says “our
shared services models offers
our clients a soft landing from
the day of occupation. Over
and above providing space we
take care of security, water and
electricity, maintenance and IT
services. Our clients only have to
focus on running their business.”
The Automotive Supplier Park
in a first of its kind is Africa. It
benchmarked in international
Standard and customised to the
South African market.

People’s Choice Awards
Ncumisa Ntakani
Special Recognition Award
1. Santie Ascenso and Antoinette
Bronkhorst
2. Marvel Raphulu, Sharon Mashala and
Monica Kissondath
Department of the Year Award
SEDD, M&E
CEO’s Award
Febridge Lebea, Tumi Mahlangu

ECF AWARDS

New Commer of the year
Ncumisa Ntakani
Passion for Progress and Preoffesionalism
Pholoso Rampyapedi
Leadership
Pinto Makgopela
The Best Helping Hand
Matthew Raselomane
Personality of the Year
Lesego Legote
Best Dressed Individual
Rosy Moshidi
Rainmaker of the year
Nyiko Mabunda
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CONTACT:
Address:

The AIDC operates as a subsidiary of the

Automotive Supplier Park, 30 Helium Road,

Gauteng Growth and Development Agency

Rosslyn 0200, Gauteng

(GGDA), an entity owned by Gauteng

Tel: (+27) 12 564 5000

Provincial Government’s Department of

www.aidc.co.za

Economic Development.

info@aidc.co.za
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Disclaimer: This newsletter contains information about programmes
of the Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC) applicable
at the time of publishing. Amendments to or updating of the
information in this newsletter may be effected from time to time
without prior notification. The accuracy, correctness or validity of the
information contained in this newsletter is therefore not guaranteed
by the AIDC at any given time and is always subject to verification.
The user is kindly requested to verify the correctness of the published
information with the AIDC at all times. Failure to do so will not give
rise to any claim or action of any nature against the AIDC by any
party whatsoever.

